1. Irrigation Systems for fairways, tees and greens.
2. Drainage and water supply.
5. Pumping Systems.
7. Additions and Modernization.
10. Lightning Protection.
11. Specifications and Bid Analysis.
12. Project Supervision.

HALE & KULLGREN INC.
613 E. Tallmadge
Akron, Ohio 44309
5731 Gulf Freeway
Houston, Texas 77023

For more information circle number 147 on card

For more information circle number 171 on card

ROBERT A. SIMMONS
GOLF COURSE ARCHITECT
KOKOMO, INDIANA • 46901
P. O. BOX 1023
PHONES: AREA 317
452-8449 - 457-3903

Full Line of GOLF Equipment Supplies
- Golf courses
- Driving Ranges
- Miniature courses
- Par 3 Courses
Serving only the West

GOLF SALES, INC.
1831 Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica, Calif.
90404 Phone Area 213 451-5454
For more information circle number 185 on card

The lighter, more precisely balanced Dunlop Feather Wedge might please any serious golfer. This new club could prove to be the most versatile in his bag, the manufacturer says. Dunlop feels confident that golfers will like the flawless control they achieve even in approaches from 70 yards out, when recovering from the rough, and especially when playing finesse shots over bunkers and mounds. It sells for $20 retail.

Bemis Brothers Bag Company has introduced a heavy-duty paper golf shoe courtesy bag. The bag, which has a two-wall construction of heavy packaging papers to prevent tearing by spikes, is designed to keep mud and grass out of lockers and for carrying and storing of polished shoes. The inner wall is treated for water resistance, and a closing device is built into the mouth of the bag. Bags are available plain or custom imprinted with the club name. For additional information and a sample bag, write Bemis Brothers Bag Co., 608 Second Ave. South, Minneapolis, Minn. 55402.
A new wood fiber mulch is now available for use with the hydraulic mulching process used in establishing turf grass. This new mulch, a Conwed product, is mixed with water, seed or sprigs, fertilizer (and, in some cases, other chemicals), then sprayed from a hydraulic mulching machine over the soil. The company claims as much as ½ acre can be covered in 12 minutes, sprayed up to distances of more than 100 feet. For additional information or a sample of the product, write to Wood Conversion Company, First National Bank Building, St. Paul, Minnesota 55101.

Correction: Attention Pros

In GOLFDOM’s March, 1966, listings of Pro Line Equipment, it should have been noted that the “flo-flex” shafts for Le Fiell Titan woods and irons are manufactured by Le Fiell from aluminum supplied by Alcoa.

TRY THIS "LOW DOWN" IDEA

A SNOWCO® TRAILER
Convenient, low-cost way to haul course maintenance equipment and supplies..."piggyback" your golf carts when they can't move under their own power.
Trailer's low steel deck tilts for fast, easy loading of wheeled equipment. Automotive type springs; many other quality features.
Wide range of models; capacities 900-3000 Pounds
Write for free folders
THE SNOW COMPANY
4418 McKinley, Omaha, Nebr. 68112
For more information circle number 124 on card

DON'T OVERLOOK LABOR SAVINGS
...use PIXTONE
THE PROVEN MECHANICAL STONEPICKER
Revolved arm and rake design picks all stone to 9 inch diameter — pulverizes, aerates and returns soil in ideal condition for seeding. Rod develops faster and sturdier — Contact manufacturer for more details.

BRIDGEPORT IMPLEMENT WORKS, INC.
Box 286G
Stratford, Conn. 06497
For more information circle number 110 on card

OUR COMPANY IS NEW WITH 7 YEARS EXPERIENCE
REFINISHED-RECONDITIONED GOLF BALLS
WE BUY—SELL—TRADE

RANGE BALLS
From $1.70 dozen
Have your golf balls reconditioned for pennies
WRITE FOR PRICE LIST
GOLF PROCESSING CO.
1910 8th Ave. No. — Lake Worth, Fla.
P.O. Box 1453
KEN McMillan — OWNER
For more information circle number 192 on card

A new type measuring wheel, incorporating several unique design features, is announced by Rolatape Corporation, Santa Monica, Calif. Called the 112 Measure Meter, this model offers dual, hard rubber wheels precision calibrated for accuracy, control and balance, according to Rolatape. An automatic counter adds in feet and inches as the wheel is moved forward, or subtracts when the wheel is backed up. It measures up to 1,000 feet without resetting, although the instrument can be reset at any time. The same instrument, Model 110, is available with a counter that records distances in feet and tenths of feet (instead of inches).

A new suspended ceiling system, designed to provide the added function of rated fire protection for pro shops, has been introduced by the Armstrong Cork Company. Called "Fire Guard Fashion-tone," the new suspended ceiling is reportedly the first officially fire-rated acoustical system ever offered to building owners and contractors through lumber and building materials dealers. Similar in appearance to standard lay-in ceilings, the panels are composed of a dense, mineral-fiber formulation and are secured to the grid with hold-down clips. The grid itself is constructed with a double thickness of electrogalvanized steel that includes provision for expansion.